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Geoff: Gentlemen, let’s start this discussion with your broad outlook for 2017 and what is on your radar, to borrow a phrase from Steve.

JOHN: The frustrating thing is that your outlook for 2017 is going to depend on what happens over the next five months. It’s in the hand of politicians and we don’t know what politicians are going to do. I was just in Washington D.C – there is an extraordinary amount of enthusiasm but there is also an extraordinary amount of “We’re really not sure what’s going to happen”. The range of what could happen is extraordinarily high. At the same time, the problems that are developing in both Italy and some of the other parts of Europe, and in China, are going to impinge on all these factors. We’ll know a lot more in five months. I think we can have a 2017 forecast sometime by the middle of May.

STEVE: Really well said. I look at things from a lens of risk and reward and the bigger risk is that we’re in the third longest bull market run in history, and valuations are the second highest level they’ve been in history. No matter what valuation metric – pick your choice, we’re elevated. You get one to two recessions every decade. It’s been some time. The upside hopefully is we get tax cuts, we get the government moving, and we get a repatriation of two trillion in corporate cash, and a stimulus package. I think the biggest risk is in the bond portion of the portfolio. I’m seeing fundamental forecasts of 10-year Treasury note rate at 5% inside of the next several years. Investors aren’t prepared for that. They need to think differently about that portion of the portfolio.

BRIAN: When I look at 2017, if there was one word that I had to use to describe it, it would be conflicted. On one side you have this optimism since the election that seems well-founded. With profit repatriation, tax cuts for individuals in corporations, and a roll-back of regulation is business friendly and should stimulate higher growth. Add fiscal stimulus through infrastructure spending and it is easy to see why the markets have rallied since the election. At the same time, you have a Fed tightening cycle that probably is going to accelerate. I think the Fed will probably hike rates three times this year, the market has only priced in two. Maybe one more won’t matter, but at some point in time they will matter. Reagan came into office in 1981 with a much different economic plan than what the prior administration had. He wanted to boost growth and create opportunity from Main Street to Wall Street. I see Donald Trump being in a very similar position.

JOHN: But they created a deep recession that was actually worse in terms of GDP and worse in terms of employment than what we went through in 2008.

BRIAN: Correct, the stock market fell 30% in Reagan’s first eighteen months. Those policies we now know led to a decade of prosperity. The Fed was tightening when Reagan came into office just like today. I’m cautious to make comparisons between Trump and Reagan, but there are a lot of similarities between 2017 and 1981.

STEVE: Can I interrupt and jump in and ask a quick question – your thoughts around this debt supercycle? This is crazy! Across all of the developed world we’re at north of 300% debt-to-GDP. How do you think that plays out, what is the end game?

JOHN: Badly. Debt is one of the two biggest bubbles in the history of mankind, the other being the bubble of government promises. Both of those bubbles will have to be resolved in one way or another over the next ten years. You can resolve debt in a number of ways. The most problematic way is if each country individually starts printing their own money to destroy their currency. You end up with currency wars. You end up with all sorts of manipulations. That becomes problematic for the markets. If all of the major developed world holds hands, walks off the cliff together, says, “we’re going to manage our currencies and our resolution of debt in a cooperative manner, we are going to keep our currencies within a band, whatever that
Ok, that’s one way to resolve it – it’s going to impact the market—but avoid the debilitating impact of a trade war or currency war. Can they do that? Well, yes. We did Brenton Woods twice. It’s plausible that they look into the Abyss and go, “Oh my God, we’ve got to do this together.”

BRIAN: Where we could probably all agree is that this is unlikely to be dealt with this year. The can (ever growing in size) will continue to be kicked down the road for the foreseeable future.

JOHN: The environment that gave us the 3-4% growth during the Reagan years and before – that doesn’t exist today. We are in a different environment.

STEVE: That was a different starting point.

JOHN: Different starting point. Now could we get 2 ½ - 3% growth? Yeah, I could see that. And that by the way would be the equivalent of 4-5% during the Reagan years. Europe’s growing at 1-2% and they think they’re doing well.

BRIAN: The potential for releasing animal spirits from that rollback of regulation and tax cuts is significant. Now, it may not happen. The potential for that certainly does exist.

JOHN: Which is why so many people are optimistic. They really believe Trump is going to deliver what he said in his inaugural speech, which I wasn’t entirely comfortable with, but realize as I was listening to it, he was just laying down a marker. If you look at his management style he’s bringing his people in and he’s expecting them to affect change and if they don’t achieve that, he will bring someone else in.

CLINT: For Peak Capital, the way we approach portfolio management and portfolio construction is to understand how each component of a portfolio is contributing to the overall risk in the portfolio and how a change in any part of the portfolio impacts the risk or volatility of the portfolio as a whole. In order to do that, you have to construct a risk budget. Are you overly concentrated in any single position? How might a change in one position impact the overall portfolio characteristics? It’s important to quantify that on a daily basis to make sure that your portfolio is aligned with pre-determined goals. Allocating based on risk is a little bit different than portfolio manager’s who use a dollar-weighted asset allocation. So, we look at it from a risk contribution standpoint and then we back into what the appropriate dollar weight should be in the portfolio. That’s the first step in our construction process. The second thing we do is we look at how diversified that portfolio actually is. To do that you need to look at your
average volatility and your correlations. If risk is too concentrated or correlations are too high, we will increase our hedge which includes the ability to utilize a short position on the S&P 500 or add cash. We’re not just going to be a beta portfolio to the S&P 500 or a passive, long-only strategy. We feel that having the ability to step aside or inject into the portfolio something that’s not correlated helps to control volatility and ensure a minimum level of diversification.

**Geoff:** CMG has successfully navigated periods of volatility by maintaining a tactical approach. Can you expound upon your process at CMG?

**STEVE:** We wrote a piece titled Trend Following Works. In short, years of academic research, hundreds of independent studies, some looking at nearly 200 years, studying equity markets, fixed income markets, commodities, etc., both hear and globally show that asset classes trend consistently. Our objective is to measure trend in a large number of liquid markets, identify the ETFs demonstrating the strongest trend and allocate to them during favorable up-trending markets. We have a rules based process to help minimize loss during negative down-trending periods. In short, to participate and protect. Sometimes, bond ETFs may be gaining while equity market ETFs are in decline. Other times, equities and fixed income may both be in decline. In rare instances we have the ability to position 100% in Treasury Bill ETFs (a cash alternative). We believe that understanding the power of compound interest should be lesson #1 all investors should learn. Surprisingly, many don’t understand how merciless loss can be. Overcoming a 50% decline requires a 100% return to get back to even, not 50%. Overcoming such losses may take years.

**Geoff:** Well gentleman, let’s pivot off of our outlook and turn our attention to the global markets. John, you’ve written quite a bit on currency wars. You mentioned it in your opening comments. Tell us more. What changed post-election and what stayed the same?

**JOHN:** Well, post-election we got Trump. I mean, that was the shocker! For half of the country it was a debilitating shock and for the other half it created optimism. What stayed the same was Italy. Italy still has massive banking problems. It’s just hard to overstate how indebted and how underwater those banks are. The analogy in the U.S. is probably close to 4-5 trillion, imagine if our banks had 4-5 trillion of unfunded liabilities and non-performing loans. We would be running around like chickens with our heads cut off screaming for the end of the world. That’s what Italy is facing and the Germans are either going to have to allow the ECB to underwrite that or the Italians are going to have to go to their central bank and say, “underwrite it” and expect the ECB to give them money. If it doesn’t happen the Italians will have a snap election and they will likely vote to leave the Euro. This isn’t a Brexit in the sense they leave the European Union. This will be a, “we don’t want to leave the Union, we just want to leave the Euro.”

**BRIAN:** There’s currently nothing in place to allow that. Draghi and the ECB surely believe that if Italy, the 8th largest economy in the world, exits the Euro the currency is dead.

**JOHN:** I think the Yuan is going to continue to ratchet down. They’ve already gone through a trillion dollars protecting their currency. The irony is that China has been manipulating their currency. There’s no question about it, they’ve just been manipulating it up. The Euro’s down 30%. The pound went down to about 40%. The Yen is down 30-35%. Look how far down the Canadian Dollar is – the Looney. The Peso is down. I mean, these are meaningful devaluations.

**BRIAN:** Trump may have to label every nation in the world as a currency manipulator. Geoff, you mentioned the inaugural speech. What was obvious was Trump making it clear that America is going to come first. That is a different take than what our political leaders have had.

**JOHN:** No, that’s not true. America has ALWAYS come first we’ve just never said it so bluntly, so in your face.

**BRIAN:** I may push back on that. I think that a lot of what America has done is put others first. Whether in some of the trade policies that have not been as favorable for the U.S. as others or our willingness to spend billions as a global cop or enforcer of virtue. What’s going to be interesting is identifying the fine line between protecting American interests and Protectionism. You can have a border tax, you can have tariffs to punish the supposed currency manipulators.
but you can’t have your cake and eat it too. A border tax or tariffs is going to help some domestic companies but there will be winners and losers. American companies who depend on exports are going to suffer from an even stronger dollar and possible retaliatory policies from China and elsewhere.

STEVE: John, do you think Trump is setting up for a grand negotiation with China?

JOHN: Absolutely. But understand, that’s his style. All of his positions during the campaign were putting China, Canada, Mexico on their back foot. They’re posturing before entering into negotiations and, to Brian’s point of protecting American interest as opposed to protectionism, is deliver something better than we have today. The other guy says, “Oh, that’s all you want? I don’t have to do this or that?! I’ll take it.” And Trump looks like a hero. Everybody breathes a sigh of relief.

Geoff: Steve, you just presented your views on gold at the Inside ETF conference, what do you expect the yellow metal to do this year?

STEVE: Fundamentally I believe gold is a hedge against global central bank QE-related risks. We are eight years into a grand experiment of zero bound interest rates and print and buy activity that we just don’t know what the outcome will be. For investors in general I favor up to a 10% position in gold. In our clients wealth portfolios, we utilize a simple trend following investment process. We want to participate in an up-trending period in gold when price is moving higher and we want to risk protect in periods when price is declining. We use an intermediate trend following process and a short-term trend following process. When both are bullish we invest 10% in gold. When both trend indicators are bearish we reallocate to other asset classes. Our intermediate term indicator is signaling a bearish trend for gold while our short-term indicator is bullish. Therefore, we currently maintain a 5% position in a gold ETF.

Geoff: It appears volatility in the bond market will remain for some time. Clint, how are you managing that risk in portfolios designed to provide current income?

CLINT: We seek to balance current income with safety of principal. For example, we won't simply reach for yield with no consideration for the potential loss of principal. We diversify the portfolio across multiple securities that produce income. This includes traditional bonds, but also dividend paying stocks and high yield corporate debt. In some cases, the expected cash flows are relatively stable, while in other cases the cash flows are more variable and can adjust to changes in inflation expectations. Once we select the portfolio’s holdings, we then scale the asset allocation through a risk budget. Each constituent receives a dedicated percentage of the portfolio’s overall risk. This framework allows us to scale the positions up and down as volatilities and correlations change. For example, if credit conditions deteriorate, our trading system can systematically scale back the high yield bond exposure, and help limit any damage that it could inflict on the overall portfolio. If rates are rising rapidly, like what happened post-election, we have the ability to utilize a short U.S. Treasury position to lower portfolio duration and volatility.

BRIAN: A lot of our work on the dividend equity portfolio involves avoiding risk where there is limited reward potential. It is my opinion that you don't need 100's of positions to achieve diversification if each holding serves a purpose in the portfolio. Security selection starts with our macro outlook. For example, our view that higher growth forces inflation and rates higher causes us to underweight interest-rate sensitive investments like corporate REITs, Utilities, and Telecoms. We attempt to identify stocks that have exceptional ROIC (return on invested capital) and who generate increasing levels of free cash flow. Once we have narrowed the universe of possible holdings we look for companies with great management, firms with a long-term track record of increasing dividends, and finally a payout ratio that we believe is sustainable. In a rising inflation environment like today, companies who have...
demonstrated pricing power is critical, leading us to overweight technology, healthcare, and energy.

JOHN: I think the best thing you can do is to diversify trading strategies. You have to have active, and for my money it is ETF strategies. That’s why Peak Capital and CMG are part of the portfolio of a blended management team that I’ve put together. I think that’s the way you have to attack the markets. Where I think the bond market and the S&P will end up this year – I have no clue. Furthermore, because of the way that I am blending trading strategies, I really don’t care! I think I’ve got the opportunity to do well in any environment.

STEVE: Investors often behave poorly when we run into difficulties in the market. I don’t think that that’s going to change. So, we’ve been through a period where passive investing has worked, a Q E driven market but I think volatility is going to pick up. I wouldn’t be afraid of change. Be adaptive. What John’s put together is a very adaptive portfolio and I would add that not only do you want strategies that can look anywhere – ETFs provide the ability to do that, but also think very differently about your fixed income weightings within your portfolios. Diversify to tactical fixed income strategies as well. There’s just a lot of risk with where interests rates will go.

CLINT: It’s anyone’s guess on the ten year. Rates have been coming down and down and down for thirty years. It’s like a ping pong ball hitting a table, they have to go up. Well, not necessarily. We could be in a low rate environment for a long time. One hiccup in the equity markets and all the sudden the yield on the ten year is attractive and people buy into it and it rolls back down. After all is said and done you might not see much of a change but a lot of volatility. On the S&P 500, maybe you’ll get low single-digits, a 5% type of return. I think people are going to really try to adjust and adapt to what having Trump as president really means.

BRIAN: Investors need to understand that passive investments strategies have worked phenomenally well the last five years because the focus has been on Q E and monetary policy. The new administration is going to shift away monetary policy to fiscal policy to stimulate the economy. There will be tax cuts and reduced regulation. What’s going to drive the market is very different from what’s driven the market the last five years. My advice for investors is to have a strategy that will adapt to what is unknown today. With respect to market performance, I expect to see the S&P 500 trade in the 2450-2475 range, about 9% above where we started the year. I don’t know that it will end the year at that level, but will get there while sentiment is high. I expect to see the ten year Treasury finish almost exactly where we’re currently at – between 2.4-2.5%.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st—Dallas</td>
<td>9th-10th—San Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• S&amp;P Advisor Forum</td>
<td>• Advisor Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd-14th—South Africa</td>
<td>17th—Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Due Diligence Meetings</td>
<td>• PCM St. Patrick’s Day Celebration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22nd-23—Orlando</td>
<td>27th-29th—Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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Coming Soon!
3rd Annual Managed Solutions Advisor Summit
Sonoma, CA
Hosted by PCM and CMG
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